
Category: Technical: Attacking skills
Difficulty: Beginner

Am-Club: Oakville Soccer Club
Carl Horton, Oakville, Canada

HLDP U7-U8 Week 6 1v1 Attacking

Candy Shop
Organization:
Set up a 20m x 20m grid. Each player has a Soccer Ball.
Procedure:
All players dribble within the candy store. The players explore the
candy store by shouting out their favourite candies. After 1 minute
the coach will ask players their favourite candies and name each
side of the candy store as shown above. (Names of the sides can
change) As the players dribble around the candy store the coach
will call out a candy and the players have to run to that side of the
candy store and perform a specific challenge I.E Toe Taps, Bells.
3 juggles etc. Coaches can be creative here.
Emphasis:
FUN, Listening, Dribbling, Changing Direction, Balance, Agility,
Coordination, Imagination

Candy Store (Warm up) (10 mins)

Organization:
Set up two fields35 x 25 yds. Depending on numbers have 2v2 or
3v3 with retreat line.
Procedure:
Players play 2 games of 2v2 or 3v3 with the objective of the game
focusing on players becoming comfortable in possession of the
ball and looking to beat an opponent when they have the
opportunity. Encourage players not to panic when in possession
and be positive.
Coaching Points:
See the ball/See the player
Change of speed/direction
Keep head up
Use all parts of both feet
Have FUN

2v2 or 3v3 (15 mins)

Organization:
8-10 players positioned as above in a 20 x 25 yds area. One pug
goal is placed at each end.
Each player is given a number 1-4 (or 5 if you have more players)
Procedure:
The coach will call a number. That number from each team will
sprint around the cone as show. As the players have turned into
the field the coach will roll a soccer ball in to the field towards one
player. The two players will now play 1v1 and attempt to score in
the pug goals. Players will play until a goal is scored. If the ball
goes out of the area, the game will end and the coach will call out
the next number. The coach can call the numbers in sequence or
randomly.
Coaching Points:
See the ball/See the player
Change of speed/direction
Keep head up
Use all parts of both feet
Have FUN

2v2 SSG (15 mins)



Organization:
Players placed on to a field 25 x 30yds into 2 teams of 5.
Procedure:
If the ball goes out of the field players can make the decision to
either pass or dribble in, once the ball has been saved or gone out
for a goal kick defensive team must retreat to the retreat line at half
way. Allow the players to play.
Coaching Points:
See the ball/See the player
Change of speed/direction
Keep head up
Use all parts of both feet
Have FUN

5v5 with Retreat Line (20 mins)
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